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Radical Fantasy

The question of whether a radical fantasy is possible
presupposes, as does any question about fantasy, a

�rst fundamental one about the difference between
fantasy and sf (science �ction). This is not an academic

or scholastic issue, for the readerships, with a few
interesting exceptions, are signi�cantly different 

and do not tolerate each other’s tastes. One way of
investigating the issue, then would be to poll the

readerships and to devise ingenious questions that
get at the heart of the matter (the reader’s desire or

utopian wish). This is a tricky process: it is sociological
�eld work, requiring its own special training and

expertise, and few enough successful models exist
for any genres.1

But there are other approaches to the question,
and they do not necessarily involve sheer intuition

or unsupported �ashes of critical genius in the void.
One can, for example, examine the already existing

theories of this generic difference: for, however well
or ill founded, they surely betray the presence of

certain deeply held ideological patterns and beliefs,
and those are always meaningful symptoms that
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point us in a direction, even when the reality of the search remains to be

determined.
In starting out on an investigation of that kind, I see two persistent themes.

One has to do with a mythology of good and evil to which I will return in
a moment, now limiting myself to assertion that ethics in this sense – the

ethical binary – is incompatible with history. The argument will then involve
the claim that sf has largely evolved into the historical or historicist mode of

consciousness, although I want to make a place for a certain kind of historical
trace in fantasy as well.

Indeed, a historical thematics already informs the second widespread
distinction between fantasy and sf; here the claim is that the landscape of

fantasy, with its dungeons and magicians, its dragons and hand-to-hand
combat, is an essentially medieval one, or better still and more comprehen-

sively, a pre-modern (but generally not urban) one. Sf, on the other hand,
even where it involves nonsynchronous modes of production (as in the

Strugatskys’ Hard to be a God (Trudno byt Bogom, 1964)) or sheerly historical
visions of other periods and other social formations (as in Frank Herbert’s

Dune (1965)), always necessarily includes modernity in its temporal perspective.
Here the ‘premodern’, whether some galactic Roman Empire, or its Christian

or Islamic offshoots, is still implicitly and negatively de�ned in terms of a
standard of modernity as such. Fantasy rarely includes this perspective; the

premodern world alone exists, and therefore it cannot be de�ned as premodern.
Le Guin’s Rocannon trilogy may well correspond to the former, since the

visitors from the Ekumen are modern; but nothing in the Earthsea pentalogy
allows us to locate this double perspective any longer.

The other theme in terms of which the distinction is often staged is that of
machines versus magic. Even if sf is no longer technological, in the spirit of

its ‘golden age’, there remain tell-tale markers and objects which testify to a
machinic life-world at whatever stage, or in other words a built environment

in which nature (and tools) have been supplanted by machinery, however
fantastic.

Fantasy’s trappings and motor power are organic and magical: the dragon,
no doubt, serves as an equivalent for space ships, teleportation devices and

the like, but it is a living being and the narrative must centrally come to terms
with the human relationship to it (as most interestingly in Le Guin, Delany
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and McCaffrey).2 The sf relationship to the space ship as arti�cial intelligence

(as in 2001: A Space Odyssey (Stanley Kubrick, 1968)) or to other kinds of
technology, such as the intelligent house,3 is a relatively lateral or marginal

development, and becomes central only with the thematics of robots and
androids (and later on cyborgs). But the androids of fantasy can only be other

species (or other supernatural powers).
I believe, indeed, that these represent two distinct and relatively incompatible

perspectives: but to demonstrate that, we have to look at the generic no-
man’s-land that divides them, and in which ambiguous beings stir. Time

travel is relatively thinkable, in this or that Einsteinian way: but it is generally
imagined together with a speci�c form of technology of which it is the

extension. It is more dif�cult to imagine what an organic form of time travel
might consist in, although one could posit various galactic phenomena (the

famous worm-hole is the most conventional of these) or else some natural/
supernatural catastrophe as in Eric Flint’s 1632 (2001). But this is, in reality,

a new kind of historical novel, in which two historical periods become
entangled. Time travel thus endangers the fantasy framework insofar as it

allows science to break into the world of magic; only when the magic is
allowed to work its powers on the representatives of science, one would think,

would fantasy come into its own. But is A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur’s

Court (1889) a fantasy? How about Highlander (Russell Mulcahey, 1986)? The

vampire traditions are perhaps an even better test case, for they demonstrate
the way in which the logic of fantasy must be con�ned to an enclave within

the realist/modern in order to preserve its power and generate new forms
of horror. Meanwhile, although there are certainly projections in which an

old world of superstition and pretechnological belief and custom overcomes
the new scienti�c one or nips it in the bud – one thinks of Keith Roberts’s

Pavane (1966) or of so-called ‘steampunk’ – these surely, with their focus on
alternate history and on the dynamics of history as such, �t into standard sf

categories. There is certainly history and historical change in fantasy, as we
shall see in a moment, but it is quite different from this.
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But let us take an even more ambiguous ‘phenomenon’, namely telepathy

(along with its panoply of variants, precogs, etc.). In today’s real world, there
is surely a fundamental difference between societies for the investigation and

testing of telepathy and the various contemporary forms of the witches’ coven
and of devil worship. You may well summon up the devil, but you presumably

do not measure or test him. At any rate, there is certainly an sf zone (think
of Scanners (David Cronenberg, 1981), for example) in which telepathy comes

very close to being a magical power; while in fantasy it goes without saying
that no particular explanations are required when a writer wishes to endow

a wizard (or indeed some other species) with telepathic power.
On the other hand, one can then attempt to recuperate the dimension of

magic for the cognitive powers: in Perdido Street Station, for example, knowledge
involves a relationship between three points: the occult/thaumaturgical; the

material; and the social/sapiential, where the occult ‘takes in the various
forces and dynamics and the like that aren’t just to do with physical bits and

bobs interacting, and aren’t just the thought of thinkers. Spirits, daemons,
gods if you want to call them that, thaumaturgy’.4 Meanwhile, the thaumaturgic

techniques (what Lévi-Strauss would have called l’ef�cacité symbolique) open
a vector to the social; while ‘the physical aspect: hexes and charms . . . the

“enchanted particles” – called thaumaturgons’ open another one to the material
sciences. One wonders where psychoanalysis, the psyche and desire, �t into

all of this (just as Lévi-Strauss himself did), until one realises that the emana-
tions and capture of other people’s desires and fantasies are, in many ways,

at the very centre of this narrative, which, monsters notwithstanding, can be
ranked in the tradition of the various theories of image culture, the simulacrum,

spectacle society and the like. (This would be the dimension of the novel’s
social criticism, and of its radicality: but I want to come back to that question

later on.)
Except for new age philosophies, however (and perhaps it is a very large

exception), one does not so often �nd the sciences and a materialistic and
cognitive worldview recuperated by the idealist and spiritualist perspective.

Materialism is indeed, I take it, the issue here; and it would be an excessive
and unusable generalisation to claim that all sf is somehow materialistic

(idealistic perspectives and ideologies have their way of in�ltrating the most
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stridently af�rmed materialism). What I would want to argue about sf (and

have done elsewhere) is that it is a new genre whose emergence at the end
of the nineteenth century very much parallels the emergence of the historical

novel at the beginning of that century: both signalling a kind of uneasy and
even painful mutation in historicity and the consciousness of the evolution

of human society. Scott thus corresponded, according to Lukács, to what
everyone else agrees to characterise as the very invention of modern

historiography and the modern historical consciousness as such, with the
French Revolution (and German philosophy). As for sf and the moment of

Wells, The War of the Worlds (1898) is very much a convulsive and imaginary
enregistration of the new imperialist system (as it found dramatic exempli-

�cation in the settler genocide of the Tasmanians).
Fantasy clearly has much older roots and sources than this and acknowledges

all kinds of predecessors in the premodern societies; but, presumably, modern
fantasy does more than simply (and inexplicably) replicate the thought mode

of an archaic society. Religion is, of course, precisely one of those archaic
thought modes; but when it generates the fantasies of a Tolkien or a C.S.

Lewis, this palpably reactionary movement requires a contemporary political
explanation.

The theme of materialism and the mention of religion, however, suggest
another approach to fantasy than the standard Enlightenment and modernising

one, in which both fantasy and religion are taxed with obfuscation and
mysti�cation and called on simply to disappear. Hegel, whose sympathies

with the French Revolution were already profound and considerable, was
perhaps the �rst to propose a kind of post-Enlightenment solution to the

problem of religion, which he grasped in static dialectical opposition to En-
lightenment as such. The mistake of the latter, he argues in the Phenomenology,

was to insist on the elimination of its antithesis; and the result of this insistence
was the Terror. Hegel’s dialectic on the other hand suggests (it is a whole

political programme) that we need to go all the way through religion and
come out the other side; absorbing all its positive features – it is, after all, in

this period culture and desire, the very content of the premodern superstructure
as such – in order to combine them with an Enlightenment impulse no longer

menaced by reduction to instrumental reason and narrower forms of bourgeois
positivism. We might want to look at the traditional (and irreconcilable)

antithesis between sf and fantasy from the perspective of Hegel’s lesson here.
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But it is in fact in Feuerbach that we �nd an even more practical solution

for our purposes here. For Feuerbach, in many ways, taught us how to get
the Hegelian position in motion, how to make it over into a practical programme

for analysis and politics alike. Feuerbach, indeed, completes the Enlightenment
view of religion as superstition (and an ideological bulwark of tyranny) by

asking the complementary question about the source of religion’s attraction
and power. The conventional wisdom (famously replicated by Marx) which

posits it as a ‘haven in a heartless world’ is itself not enough and still carries
with it the implication of deception and manipulation.

Feuerbach, on the other hand, had the ingenious and remarkable idea of
grasping religion as a projection: it is, he argued, a distorted vision of human

productive powers, which has been externalised and rei�ed into a force in
its own right. Divine power, of which the various theologies are so many

abstractions and elaborations, is in fact, unalienated human creativity which
has then been re-alienated into an image or a �gural form. In it, labour and

productivity, including human intelligence and imagination, the ‘general
intellect’ of humanity, has been hypostatised and subsequently appropriated

and exploited like any other human product. We do not read Marx’s great
footnote – the Theses on Feuerbach – fully and correctly unless we appreciate

the nature of this revolutionary analysis, which has immense implications
for all cultural and superstructural analysis and not only that of religion.

In our present context, it has immediate consequences for our reception of
that fundamental motif of fantasy which is magic. If sf is the exploration of

all the constraints thrown up by history – the web of counter�nalities and
anti-dialectics which human production has itself produced – then fantasy is

the other side of the coin and a celebration of human creative power and
freedom which becomes idealistic only by virtue of the omission of precisely

those material and historical constraints. I propose to read magic, then, not
as some facile plot device (which it no doubt becomes in the great bulk of

mediocre fantasy production) but, rather, as a �gure for the enlargement of
human powers and their passage to the limit, their actualisation of everything

latent and virtual in the stunted human organism of the present. Let Le Guin’s
extraordinary evocation of one specialised magical talent stand for this motif

as a whole:

The �rst sign of Otter’s gift, when he was two or three years old, was his

ability to go straight to anything lost, a dropped nail, a mislaid tool, as soon
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as he understood the word for it. And as a boy one of his dearest pleasures

had been to go alone out into the countryside and wander along the lanes

or over the hills, feeling through the soles of his bare feet and throughout

his body the veins of water underground, the lodes of knots of ore, the lay

and the interfolding of the kinds of rock and earth. It was as if he walked

in a great building, seeing its passages and rooms, the descents to airy

caverns, the glimmer of branched silver in the walls; and as he went on, it

was as if his body became the body of earth, and he knew its arteries and

organs and muscles as his own. This power had been a delight to him as a

boy. He had never sought any use for it. It had been his secret.5

In such a passage, the very nature of magic itself becomes a whole literary
programme for representation; and this is why the most consequent fantasy

is never some mere deployment of magic in the service of other narrative
ends, but proposes a meditation on magic as such: on its capacities and its

existential properties, on a kind of �gural mapping of the active and productive
subjectivity in its non-alienated state. By the same token, the approach to this

power and its representation will generally not take the form of its plenitude
or mature achievement (the aged wizards who compel awe and fear), but

rather that of the Bildungsroman, in which (like the hero of The Wizard of

Earthsea (1968)) the novice gradually comes to witness and guide the awakening

of this peculiar talent.
But we may now, recalling Le Guin, go even further than this: for her

fantasy novels put us on track of both our two still outstanding problems –
the question of history and the role of the ethical binary of good and evil.

The Earthsea series in fact begins with the awakening of evil (in Ged’s �rst
misguided consultation of the spells, and developing through to his con-

frontation with the shadow, or evil, self at the end of that �rst volume) and
ends with the attempt to resolve what is a world-wide historical crisis, in the

gradual disappearance of magical powers everywhere in Earthsea. Le Guin
thus begins in ethics and ends up in history; and in a materialist history at

that. For in its purely thematic form, the vision of an immense historical
degradation and the end of the old world, the old society and the old ways

is everywhere in fantasy (and in myth itself). Tolkein affords us the prototypical
expression of this reactionary nostalgia for Christianity and the medieval
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world, and Le Guin starts out, like so many others, as his disciple. But her

American paradigm, a nostalgic celebration of the societies of an older Native-
American mode of production, switches train-tracks from the Church of

England to the politics of imperialism and modernisation.
It is the trace of this history and this historical trauma that opens the

possibility, from Le Guin to Perdido Street Station, of a materialist fantasy, a
fantasy narrative apparatus capable of registering systemic change and of

relating superstructural symptoms to infrastructural shifts and modi�cations.
It is also the informing presence of this deep history which is alone able to

‘re-function’ (to use Brecht’s expression) the ethical superstitions of good and
evil forces into concrete social phenomena a good deal more horrifying than

the older abstractions: as witness the representational evolution from the evil
‘shadow’ of The Wizard of Earthsea to the truly chilling appearance of Jasper

in Tehanu (1990), a character in which ressentiment and misogyny, class
superiority and the dehumanising will to vengeance, are memorably com-

pounded, affording a vivid experience of the oppression and paralysing force
of the other’s magic. Here the latter truly resituates us in the concrete social

world of alienation and class struggle. Whether such fantasy can be any more
politically radicalising than any other cultural forms (or indeed than literature

and culture generally) is not only a question of the immediate situation, it is
also one of consciousness-raising as well – or in other words an awareness

of the possibilities and potentialities of the form itself.
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